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Direct Contracting

How and why health systems can 
build successful employer partnerships
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• The following faculty of this continuing 
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Assistant Vice President & Lead, Network Management 

Northwell Direct

Learning Objectives

• Explain how well-designed direct contracting 

arrangements deliver greater value to health systems 

and employer groups.

• Describe the administrative prerequisites and steps 

health systems must take when establishing direct 

contracting arrangements, as well as potential pitfalls 

to avoid.
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Agenda

• Employer-sponsored Health Insurance

• Examining Healthcare Cost Trends and the Market

• Direct Contracting Value Proposition

• Establishing Direct Contracting Arrangements

Employer-sponsored health 
insurance is at a crossroads

• The average annual cost of family premiums surpassed 
$22,000 in 2022

• Health benefits costs have risen 55% over the past 10 years 

• Both public and private employers have shifted more costs onto 
employees 

• Meanwhile, employers continue to have poor visibility into 
escalating costs and how to balance that with the health needs 
of their workforce
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Health plans continue to face 
year-over-year rising cost
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Employers historically prefer 
open access, fully-insured model

It’s familiar to both the employer and health plan members, but

there is often

little incentive
for the carrier

to actively work to 
keep costs in check

and

Low accountability
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Traditional health plans are 
not meeting expectations
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× Costs increasing annually at an 
unsustainable rate 

× Healthcare delivery is fragmented

× Members are dissatisfied with services

× Members struggle to navigate and 
access healthcare

× Little to no flexibility or customization

× Carrier is middleman to provider

Self-Insured Plans
 Control rising healthcare costs

 Provide member access to 
high quality-care 

 Engage members in wellness 
initiatives  

 Improve overall member health 

 Increase member satisfaction

Traditional Carriers

VS.

Other solutions are not 
working as intended

HDHPs simply shift the cost burden onto employees instead of 
reining in costs and improving accountability.
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“When employers try to do value-based purchasing, they 
are limited through lack of transparency, gag clauses, and 
other anticompetitive practices. They need to be responsive 
to the people paying the bills.”—Elizabeth Mitchell, president, 
Purchaser Business Group on Health
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Direct-to-provider contracts 
offer an alternative
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A partnership between an integrated health system and self-insured Employers

Self-insured Employers 
contract directly 

with the health system – with 
no middleman

All or most of the 
members’ care

is guided to the contracted 
health system 

Benefit plans that support
utilization within the health system 

Direct-to-provider 
contracts 

Best-in-market rates
Increased member engagement and 

satisfaction 

Tailored on-site  programs for 
Employers

Improves member health 
outcomes 

Supports the provider/
patient relationship

What is direct contracting

A strategy in which self-insured businesses partner directly
with integrated health systems for health plan services

Makes the healthcare provider further accountable for 
value, outcomes and efficiency

Direct contracting arrangements guide all or most of the 
employees’ care to the directly contracted system and its 
affiliated providers
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Integrated health systems 
enhance healthcare delivery
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Benefits of integrated health systems:

• Coordinated patient care

• Providers share patient information 
with each other through EMRs

• Engages patients in health and 
wellness programs based on real-
time data

• Collaborative network of providers 
focused on patient health outcomes

Accountable care 
organizations’ patients 
were more likely to 
report it was easy 
to get a specialist 

appointment and less 
likely to report visiting the 

emergency department 
for care

Findings From a Commercial ACO 
Patient Experience Survey - Joanne M 
Graham, PhD, David W Cowling, PhD, 

Hui Zhang, PhD, 2021)3

67% of community 
hospitals are part of 

a health system
American Hospital Association2

Cutting out the middleperson 
brings value to employers 
and health systems

• Hospitals and employers are finding common ground in 
seeking better value for their health care 
expenditures.

• Having made significant investments in coordinating 
care, health systems have the ability to better 
coordinate care and reduce waste, overutilization 
than a traditional plan

• Health Systems also have a shared perspective, 
being a large employer who must also provide health 
benefits
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Advantages of direct 
contracting model

• Effective, affordable and higher-value care for employers

• Health systems can earn significant financial benefits for 
executing on their quality commitments

• Patients benefit from holistic, better coordinated care
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Direct contracting is not new
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Market is moving to direct-to-provider health plan solutions
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Covid-19 helped drive 
more partnerships
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Third-party administrators help 
enable the employer partnership
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• Employer-branded ID cards, 
communications, EOBs and technology

• Member navigation and redirection support

• Full administration including enrollment & 
eligibility and claims processing

• Customized technology and digital solutions

• Concierge customer service 

• Robust reporting and analytics

• Supplemental network contracting and OOA 
network access if needed

Self-Insured Employer + 
Integrated Health System +

Full Service TPA =
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TPAs can fulfill critical aspects 
of both sides of the partnership
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Expertise in provider contracting

Gap-filling in provider network

Digital tools and concierge services to drive members to  
domestic providers

Handles enrollment, eligibility, claims adjudication, claims 
repricing and all other administrative tasks

Northwell Direct is 
Northwell Health’s direct 
contracting solution
• Northwell Health, moved all 77,000 employees from a national carrier 

to Northwell Direct in 2022. 

• Northwell Direct partnered with Brighton Health Plan Solutions in 
2021 to administer Northwell Health’s employee health benefits plan. 

• Curated network of over 23,000 providers and partners

• Wrap solutions for out-of-area

• Northwell Direct is using what its learned with its own employees to 
offer direct contracting to other employers
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Provider-driven care management and 
wellness programs deliver better outcomes  

Outcomes

21

The Northwell Direct Care Management team utilizes real-time analytics to connect individuals 
seamlessly to the appropriate screenings, preventive services, and level of care while delivering a 
high-touch, concierge experience.  

Results – Improved member health

22

Northwell Direct’s Network Solutions allow employers to 
control costs while improving overall health and wellness.
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How to get started with 
direct contracting

• Learn how to operate a direct contracting
plan by experiencing it as an employer

• Establish expertise and proficiency in
building the structure

• Consider ability to meet targets for patient
satisfaction, access to care, cost, and outcomes 
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Communication is key 
to employer’s success

• Success depends on employee acceptance of the change and 
convincing them the switch is an improvement over previous structures 
where they may have had more provider choice. 

• Employers need to clearly communicate with and educate their 
employees on the new model and how it can support better health 
and lower costs for everyone involved. 
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Effective strategies to promote 
in-network utilization

25

Convenient and accessible
• Custom provider directories
• Telehealth visits
• Personalized communications
• Integration with health system best 

practices
• Health system branding

Concierge response

• Dedicated customer service
• After-hours care management services
• Proactive member outreach
• Appointment setting

Analytics-driven care management
• Deep dive from claims data
• Real-time clinical data integration
• Predictive analytics to identify rising

risk
• Risk stratification algorithm

Direct contracting can deliver high member engagement

Trusted, highly connected clinical care
• Access to the vast resources of a health 

system
• Personalized experience for members
• Collaborative care and high provider-patient 

engagement

Something for everyone
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Employers
Improve cost and member outcomes

Tailored member programs and better 
member adherence

Increased transparency and access to data

Direct partnership with health system

Employees
Excellent provider access with both 

local and national providers

A simpler plan with no 
barriers to receiving care

High quality, coordinated care 
without confusion

Health Systems
Access to data that improves the delivery of care 

Improved patient-provider relationships 

Plan designs that support coordinated care within the system 
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Michelle joined Brighton Health Plan Solutions, a national healthcare enablement company that 
provides custom Third Party Administration, Direct Contracting Services, Network Solutions, Workers’ 
Compensation and Technology solutions to self-insured health plan sponsors, multi-employer trusts & 
unions, Taft-Hartley plans, health systems, carriers and other TPAs. Michelle has over 25+ years of 
experience in the health insurance industry, including as Chief Sales Officer at HealthPlanOne and 
Senior Vice President and Chief Sales and Marketing Officer for ConnectiCare, a subsidiary of 
EmblemHealth. Prior to ConnectiCare, Michelle spent nearly 14 years at Anthem BCBS in various 
leadership roles in sales and underwriting. Michelle currently serves on the Board of Directors of the 
United Way of Long Island and proudly served as the Board Chair for Special Olympics Connecticut 
and on the American Association of Payers, Administrators and Networks (AAPAN). Michelle holds 
multiple state licenses in Accident & Health, and she is a certified mediator. 
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Brighton Health Plan Solutions
President, Labor, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer

Office: 212.485.9015
Cell: 860.919.1580
Email: mzettergren@brightonhps.com

Lisa A. Janis is the Assistant Vice President & Lead of Network Management at Northwell Direct, where she is 
responsible for the development, expansion and management of the provider and facility commercial network of 
over 24,000 providers and 53 hospitals. Lisa oversees all aspects related to provider lifecycle including recruitment, 
rate negotiation, retention, optimization, and communication and has successfully implemented the employee 
health benefit plan to the network of over 77,000 employees and dependents. Prior to her role at Northwell 
Direct, Lisa served as Vice President of Client and Provider Engagement at DentaQuest, where she worked directly 
with clients and providers, improving understanding of DentaQuest benefit programs, policies, procedures, and 
opportunities to partner on innovative models to advance oral health such as medical‐dental integration efforts. 
Lisa brings more than 20 years of health care industry experience to the Northwell Direct team. Lisa proudly serves 
as a Board Manager for the West Side YMCA in NYC and as the Vice Chair of their Board Development 
Committee.  She completed her Master of Business Administration, Health Care Administration at Union College 
in Schenectady, New York.

Lisa A. Janis
Northwell Direct
Assistant Vice President & Lead, Network Management 

Cell: 516.754.9472
Email: Ljanis@northwell.edu
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